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Abstract—Prototypical-part methods, e.g., ProtoPNet, enhance
interpretability in image recognition by linking predictions to
training prototypes, thereby offering intuitive insights into their
decision-making. Existing methods, which rely on a point-based
learning of prototypes, typically face two critical issues: 1) the
learned prototypes have limited representation power and are
not suitable to detect Out-of-Distribution (OoD) inputs, reducing
their decision trustworthiness; and 2) the necessary projection of
the learned prototypes back into the space of training images
causes a drastic degradation in the predictive performance.
Furthermore, current prototype learning adopts an aggressive
approach that considers only the most active object parts during
training, while overlooking sub-salient object regions which still
hold crucial classification information. In this paper, we present a
new generative paradigm to learn prototype distributions, termed
as Mixture of Gaussian-distributed Prototypes (MGProto). The
distribution of prototypes from MGProto enables both inter-
pretable image classification and trustworthy recognition of OoD
inputs. The optimisation of MGProto naturally projects the
learned prototype distributions back into the training image
space, thereby addressing the performance degradation caused
by prototype projection. Additionally, we develop a novel and
effective prototype mining strategy that considers not only the
most active but also sub-salient object parts. To promote model
compactness, we further propose to prune MGProto by removing
prototypes with low importance priors. Experiments on CUB-
200-2011, Stanford Cars, Stanford Dogs, and Oxford-IIIT Pets
datasets show that MGProto achieves state-of-the-art image
recognition and OoD detection performances, while providing
encouraging interpretability results.

Index Terms—Interpretability, prototypical-part networks,
Gaussian mixture models, generative modelling, horse racing,
prototype mining.
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I. INTRODUCTION

DEEP learning models [1], [2] show remarkable per-
formance in computer vision tasks, but their complex

network architectures and massive parameter spaces make
their decision processes opaque [3], [4]. As a result, deep
learning models may not be trustworthy, particularly in safety-
critical domains where the consequences of model errors can
be severe [4]–[7]. To alleviate this issue, explainable artificial
intelligence (XAI) has gained increasing focus, striving to
develop interpretable strategies to explain the internal work-
ings of deep learning models in a manner comprehensible to
humans [8]–[12]. Among them, the prototypical-part network
(ProtoPNet) [10] is an appealing grey-box approach that
classifies images based on similarities of the test sample to
the prototypes corresponding to image patches previously-
seen in the training set. Such strategy relies on train-test
sample associations for decision making, which resembles
how humans reason according to cognitive psychological
studies [13], [14] revealing that humans use past cases as
models when learning to solve problems. The success of
ProtoPNet has motivated the development of its many variants,
e.g., TesNet [15], ProtoTree [16], and PIP-Net [17].

Current prototypical part networks [10], [17], [18] depend
on a discriminative classifier [19] optimised with point-based
learning techniques that train prototypes with specific values.
Such a classifier produces logits (computed from a weighted
sum of similarity scores), which are passed on to a softmax
function to directly obtain the class probability given an
input image, i.e., p(c|x), as shown in Fig. 1(a). Though
straightforward and easy to implement, the resulting proto-
types from point-based learning have limited representation
power and tends to suffer from drastic performance degra-
dation (see Fig. 2) upon the prototype replacement1 that is
an indispensable step for grounding prototypes in the human-
understandable space of training images [20]. Unfortunately,
current methods either omit this replacement step [21]–[24]
for better task accuracy, but at the cost of compromising
interpretability given that their prototypes are no longer repre-
sented by actual training image patches, or include the replace-
ment step without addressing the performance degradation
issue [10], [15], [18], [25]. Additionally, despite producing

1In the literature, the prototype replacement is also referred to as prototype
“pushing” or “projection”. In this paper, we will use the terms replacement
and projection interchangeably.
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Fig. 1. (a) Current prototypical-part networks are softmax-based discrimi-
native classifiers, forming a point-based learning of prototypes with limited
representation power, which are challenged by the detection of OoD inputs.
(b) Our method learns a mixture of Gaussian-distributed prototypes with a
generative modelling, enabling not only interpretable image classification but
also trustworthy recognition of OoD samples.

encouraging interpretable results, these discriminative classi-
fiers miss an important explainability feature [26], [27], the
recognition of Out-of-Distribution (OoD) inputs. Ideally, an
XAI system should be able to explain its predictions regarding
In-Distribution (ID) samples (interpretable) and meanwhile
identify anomalous OoD samples to abstain from classifying
them to ensure the decision trustworthiness. Furthermore,
the prototype learning in current methods is an aggressive
approach that considers only the most salient object parts,
disregarding important information available from less-salient
object regions which could be helpful in the encoding of
more difficult-to-learn visual features that have the potential
to achieve improved classification.

Some issues mentioned above can be solved by generative
models [19] to learn prototype distributions with the class-
conditional data density p(x|c), where the classification de-
cision is made according to Bayes’ theorem. Through the
explicitly modelling of data densities, generative models are
particularly suitable for detecting OoD samples, as evidenced
by numerous studies [19], [27], [28]. By revisiting the existing
prototype-based networks, we showcase that with proper mod-
ifications, the prototypes from current point-based learning
techniques can be represented by generative Gaussian mixture
models (GMM), yielding our Mixture of Gaussian-distributed
Prototypes (MGProto), as shown in Fig. 1(b), where each
prototype is characterised by a rich GMM representation. A
particularly beneficial implication of this new type of proto-
type representation is its effectiveness in detecting OoD sam-
ples. Interestingly, the learning of our GMM-based prototypes
has a natural prototype projection step, which effectively ad-
dresses the performance degradation issue, as shown in Fig. 2.
Furthermore, instead of considering only the most salient
object parts in the prototype learning, we present an effective
method to further mine prototypes from sub-salient object
regions, by drawing inspiration from a strategic approach that
counters the winning strategy depicted in the classic Tian Ji’s
horse-racing legend [29]. To allow model compactness, we
propose pruning our MGProto model by discarding Gaussian-

Fig. 2. Current prototype-based methods (e.g., ProtoPNet [10] and Tes-
Net [15]) suffer from drastic performance degradation following the prototype
replacement step (denoted by the dotted vertical lines) at each round of the
multi-stage training, whereas our MGProto method does not encounter this
problem. These curves are obtained from models trained on CUB-200-2011
using a ResNet34 backbone.

distributed prototypes with low importance. To summarise, our
major contributions are:

1) We propose a new generative modelling of prototype dis-
tributions based on Gaussian mixture models, allowing
both interpretable image classification and trustworthy
recognition of OoD inputs.

2) We leverage MGProto’s optimisation to seamlessly
project the learned prototype distributions back into the
training sample space, thereby mitigating the perfor-
mance drop caused by prototype projection.

3) We present a novel and generic approach to enhance
prototype learning by mining prototypes from abundant
less-salient object regions, inspired by the classic legend
of Tian Ji’s horse-racing.

4) We introduce a method to compress our MGProto by
adaptively pruning prototypical Gaussian components
that hold low prototype importance.

Experimental results on CUB-200-2011, Stanford Cars, Stan-
ford Dogs, and Oxford-IIIT Pets show that our proposed
MGProto outperforms current state-of-the-art (SOTA) meth-
ods in terms of both image recognition and OoD detection.
Moreover, our MGProto also exhibits promising quantitative
interpretability results.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Interpretability with Prototypes

Efforts to understand deep learning networks often face
challenges if relying solely on post-hoc techniques like
saliency maps [30]–[32], explanation surrogates [33]–[35], and
counterfactual examples [36]–[38]. These strategies fall short
in explaining the network’s reasoning process, yielding results
that may be unreliable and risky [3].

On the other hand, prototype-based networks provide an
appealing way to access the model’s inner workings. These
networks dissect a test image sample by finding prototypes and
combining evidence from these prototypes to make a decision.
ProtoPNet [10] is the original work that adopts a number of
class-specific prototypes for interpretable image recognition.
Built upon it, TesNet [15] introduces the orthonormal trans-
parent basis concepts, and Deformable ProtoPNet [25] makes
prototypes spatially-deformable to handle object variations.
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Other efforts extend prototypes to visual transformers [22],
[24], K-nearest neighbour [39], knowledge distillation [40],
and ensemble interpretations [18]. To gauge the prototype-
based interpretability, two objective metrics are proposed, i.e.,
consistency and stability scores [21]. Also, some studies relax
the class-specific constraint to allow a reduced number of pro-
totypes [16], [24], [41], [42]. Recent works focus on refining
semantically confounded or ambiguous prototypes [43], [44]
in ProtoPNet. Promisingly, the prototype-based interpretable
networks are being applied in critical tasks beyond the ones
in computer vision [45]–[48].

The existing models above are trained with point-based
learning techniques, yielding prototypes with limited rep-
resentation power. As described in Section I, the training
for these prototypes involves a prototype projection into the
training image space that causes drastic performance drop.
Furthermore, it is challenging to recognise OoD inputs using
these prototypes trained with point-based learning methods,
thereby reducing the decision trustworthiness of the model.
Even though PIP-Net [17], trained with point-based learning
techniques, attempts to detect OoD samples, its detection
performance is still far from satisfactory.

B. Gaussian Mixture Model

Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) [49] is a probabilistic
approach to represent data distributions with a mixture of
Gaussian components, which has been extensively explored
in a variety of applications, such as semantic segmenta-
tion [50], [51], point cloud registration [52], and image com-
pression [53]. Recently, GMM has been used to explain inter-
layer deep-learning features [54] with an approach designed
to produce post-hoc explanations that fall short in explaining
the network’s reasoning, which notably differs from our grey-
box model with prototype-based interpretability. In this paper,
we demonstrate that previous point-based prototype learning
methods in the ProtoPNet family can be formulated with
GMMs to explicitly capture the underlying class-conditional
data distributions.

For estimating the parameters of GMM, the Expecta-
tion–Maximisation (EM) algorithm [55] is typically utilised,
involving iterative steps of evaluating the data responsibility
using the current parameters (E-step) and maximising the data
log-likelihood (M-step). An advantage of our approach is that
the M-step of GMM training relies on estimating the mean
components of the Gaussian distributions with a weighted
average of training samples, which naturally mitigates the
performance degradation caused by the projection of point-
based learned prototypes. Also, while offering closed-form so-
lutions, the standard EM algorithm often fails to ensure diverse
Gaussian components, which results in potential prototype
redundancy. We address this by incorporating a new constraint
into the objective function of the M-step to encourage diversity
of prototypes.

C. Tian Ji’s Horse Racing Legend

Tian Ji’s horse racing [29] is a well-known Chinese legend
taking place between two parties of horse-racing enthusiasts:
the general Tian Ji and the King Wei of Qi. Each party has

three available horses, categorised into three speed levels: fast,
regular, and slow. At the same speed level, the King’s horses
are slightly faster than those of Tian. However, Tian’s horse
in a superior level is able to beat King’s horse in an inferior
level. They decide to hold a race with a total of three rounds,
where in each round, both parties need to use a different horse.
The party who wins the majority of the rounds wins the race.
Initially, the King seems poised to win the race due to the
faster speed of his horses at every level. However, Sun Bin, one
of the most renowned military strategists in ancient Chinese
history, proposes Tian a winning strategy: in the first round,
Tian’s fast horse races against the King’s regular horse; in the
second round, Tian’s regular horse races against the King’s
slow horse; and in the third round, Tian’s slow horse races
against the King’s fast horse. In such a strategy, Tian will
win the race by winning two rounds while losing only one, as
shown in Fig. 5(b).

The mathematical principle of this victorious strategy
achieved more than 2000 years ago is still studied in modern
game theory [56], [57]. In this work, we take inspiration from
this legend to build an infallible winning strategy for the King:
if the regular and the slow horses of the King are trained to be
faster than the fast horse of Tian, then the King will always
win the race of horse competing at each round. To the best
of our knowledge, we are the first to employ the horse-racing
strategy in XAI research.

III. OUR MGPROTO METHOD

This section starts with a brief description of the current
ProtoPNet-based networks with point-based learning of pro-
totypes in Section III-A, serving as preliminaries for our pro-
posed MGProto method illustrated in Fig. 4. Then, we detail
our MGProto that represents prototypes with Gaussian mixture
models (Section III-B), which are learned via a modified
EM algorithm to ensure prototype diversity (Section III-C).
Additionally, we present a novel and generic approach to
mine prototypes from sub-salient object regions to improve
classification, as elaborated in Section III-D.

A. Preliminaries

To better introduce our distribution-based prototypes, we
first briefly revisit the current point-based prototype learning
methods, e.g., ProtoPNet [10]. Let x ∈ X ⊂ RH×W×R denote
an image with size H ×W and R colour channels, and y ∈
Y ⊂ {0, 1}C denote the one-hot image-level class label with
yc = 1 if the image class is c and yc = 0 otherwise. ProtoPNet
includes the following four steps:
1) The embedding step feeds an image x to a feature
backbone fθbcb : X → Z , parameterised by θbcb, to extract
initial features z ∈ Z ⊂ RH̄×W̄×D̄, which is passed on to
several add-on layers fθadd : Z → F , parameterised by θadd,
to obtain feature maps F ∈ F ⊂ RH̄×W̄×D, where H̄ ≤ H ,
W̄ ≤W and D denotes the number of feature channels.
2) The prototype-activating step uses a set of learnable
prototypes P = {pm}M×C

m=1 to represent prototypical object
parts (e.g., tails and beaks from class “bird”) in training
images, where each of C classes has M prototypes and
pm ∈ R1×1×D. This step computes M × C similarity maps
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between the feature map F and prototypes P , which are
formulated as S

(i,j)
m = sim(F(i,j),pm), where i ∈ {1, ..., H̄},

j ∈ {1, ..., W̄}, F(i,j) ∈ R1×1×D, and sim(·, ·) is a sim-
ilarity metric (e.g., cosine similarity [25]). These similarity
maps are then transformed into M × C similarity/activation
scores from the max-pooling: sm(x) = max

i,j
S
(i,j)
m , where

m ∈ {1, ...,M × C}.
3) The aggregating step computes the logit of class c by
accumulating the similarity scores sm(x) via a dense linear
layer as in Fig. 1(a): logitc =

∑M×C
m=1 πc

msm(x), where
πc ∈ RMC×1 is the layer’s connection weight with class
c ∈ {1, ..., C}. A softmax function is applied to the output
logits of all classes to predict the posterior class probability
p(c|x; θbcb, θadd,P,π), where θbcb, θadd,P and π are param-
eters of ProtoPNet. Current ProtoPNet-based networks are
optimised with point-based learning techniques to minimise
the cross-entropy error between the posterior class probability
and ground-truth image label.
4) The replacement step grounds prototypes in the image
space, so that prototypes are exactly represented by the actual
training image patches [20]. This is reached by replacing
each prototype with the latent feature of its nearest image
patch of the same class in the training set [10], [18], [25].
Mathematically, for a prototype pm of class c, we have:

pm ← arg max
f∈Fa∈{1,...,|Dc|}

sim(f ,pm), (1)

where Dc is the set of training images from class c and f is a
latent feature vector of images in Dc. Because the prototypes
P are updated over training mini-batches, it is impractical
to conduct the replacement step too often during training,
given that it requires to search the most similar patch in the
training set for each prototype. Usually, this step occurs every
several training epochs, as shown in Fig. 2, and it causes
drastic performance drops for ProtoPNet and TesNet. To help
understand this issue, Fig. 3 provides the T-SNE results of
ProtoPNet and TesNet before the replacement, where we
notice large distances or discrepancies between the point-based
learned prototypes and their nearest training patch features.
Such large distances explain why the sequential replacement
causes drastic performance drops. A similar observation about
this discrepancy can be found in [12].

ProtoPNet and its variants [15], [18], [25], [42] employ
an iterative multi-stage optimisation scheme (see Fig. 2) that
alternates between: 1) training model backbone, add-on layers,
and prototypes; 2) prototype replacement; and 3) training
of the linear aggregating layer. After sufficient rounds, the
performance degradation could be slightly alleviated, yet the
final performance remains significantly deteriorated compared
to the initial one.

B. Mixture of Gaussian-distributed Prototypes

According to Section III-A, current discriminative networks
rely on point-based learned prototypes P that are used to com-
pute similarity maps with F. Instead, we leverage a Gaussian
distribution to model our distribution-based prototypes and
obtain likelihood maps whose value at the spatial position

Fig. 3. T-SNE representations of prototypes (stars) and the nearest training
patch features (dots), from ProtoPNet (a) and TesNet (b), trained on CUB-
200-2011. We show 5 random classes (out of 200) for better visualisation,
where each colour denotes a different class.

(i, j) denotes the confidence that the image patch fits the m-th
prototype distribution of class c, as in:

H(i,j),c
m = N (F(i,j);pc

m,Σ)

=
1

(2π)
D
2 |Σ|

1
2

e−
1
2 (F

(i,j)−pc
m)

T
Σ−1(F(i,j)−pc

m),

(2)
where the prototype pc

m ∈ RD can be regarded as a mean
of the Gaussian distribution, and Σ ∈ RD×D is a constant
diagonal covariance matrix with diagonal value 1/2π, so that
the likelihood has a range in [0, 1]. Note that we treat the
covariance as constant, so our Gaussian-distributed prototypes
do not introduce any extra parameters compared to existing
point-based learning methods. We also apply max-pooling on
the likelihood maps to obtain class-wise maximum likelihood
scores: hc

m(x) = max
i,j

H
(i,j),c
m , for m ∈ {1, ...,M} and c ∈

{1, ..., C}.
In alignment with previous prototype-based networks [10],

[18], [25] that employ a set of M prototypes to acquire
a rich representation of a visual class, our MGProto also
harnesses multiple prototype distributions for each class c,
whose likelihood scores are accumulated by weighted sum in
the aggregating layer, as shown in Fig. 1(b). This procedure
naturally inspires us to derive the GMM formulation, which
captures the class-conditional data density with a generative
paradigm:

p(x|c) =
M∑

m=1

πc
mhc

m(x) =

M∑
m=1

πc
mmax

i,j
H(i,j),c

m

=

M∑
m=1

πc
mmax

i,j
N (F(i,j);pc

m,Σ),

(3)

where πc
m is the mixture weights in GMMs to quantify

prototype importance, which are refered to as importance
priors. Also, πc

m serves as the weights in the linear aggre-
gating layer. From Eq. (3), the mixture model allows the
prototype distributions of a class to collaboratively describe
the underlying data density of that class. Meanwhile, these
multiple prototype distributions in a mixture are enforced to
compete against each other due to the inherent constraint in
GMM:

∑M
m=1 π

c
m = 1 for each class c. Hence, we take

advantage of this constraint to prune prototypes with low
importance priors for promoting model compactness. It is
worth noting that our MGProto utilises a concise aggregating
layer (see Fig. 1(b)), represented by πc ∈ RM×1, which differs
from current methods [10], [18], [25] using a dense layer
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Fig. 4. The overall framework of the MGProto method. For a given image x, the model backbone (e.g., ResNet) extracts initial features fθbcb (x) that are
then fed to the add-on layer fθadd to obtain feature maps F. An auxiliary loss Laux is applied on fθbcb (x) to improve the backbone’s feature extraction
ability. (a) The case-based interpretation is achieved by fitting the feature representation F into the mixture of Gaussian-distributed prototypes, yielding the
class-conditional data probability p(x|c) that enables the determination of whether the input is OoD. Bayes’ theorem is then used to derive the posterior
class probability p(c|x) for predicting the image category and computing the cross-entropy loss Lce. For simplicity, here we show only 2 prototypes for
class c1, thus only 2 relevant features from the most active image patches are stored to the memory queue of class c1. (b) For each class, the mixture of
Gaussian-distributed prototypes is estimated by a modified EM algorithm to encourage prototype diversity.

denoted by πc ∈ RMC×1, as mentioned in Section III-A. The
use of our concise layer not only introduces prototype-class
connection sparsity to reduce the explanation size [17], but
also prevents the prediction of a class from being disturbed
by prototypes of other classes [21].

Based on the well-known Bayes’ theorem, the posterior
class probability p(c|x) is computed as

p(c|x) = p(x|c)p(c)∑C
c′=1 p(x|c′)p(c′)

=
p(x|c)∑C

c′=1 p(x|c′)
, (4)

by assuming p(c) = 1
C , as commonly adopted in the

literature [58]–[60]. Relying on this assumption, the core
of MGProto is to accurately estimate the class-conditional
data density p(x|c) modelled with the mixture of Gaussian-
distributed prototypes through Eq. (3).

Equipped with class-conditioned distributions, our MG-
Proto can identify OoD inputs and abstain from classifying
them to ensure decision trustworthiness. This is achieved by
marginalising p(x|c) over all training classes to compute the
overall data probability p(x) that an input data belongs to the
distribution of the training set:

p(x) =

C∑
c=1

p(x|c)p(c) ∝
C∑

c=1

p(x|c). (5)

Based on Eq. (5), OoD inputs will have a low value for p(x),
which in practice means that x will be far from the prototypes
of any of the classes and, consequently, will not fit well the
prototype distributions of any class. Notice that Eq. (5) is an
energy-like criteria, which has been adopted for OoD detection
by discriminative classifiers [61], but not by generative models,
as explored in our approach.

The well-known expectation-maximisation (EM) algo-
rithm [55] can be employed to estimate the prototype means

pc and importance priors πc for each class c. Nevertheless,
the standard EM algorithm does not guarantee diverse char-
acteristics of the Gaussian-distributed prototypes, a crucial
aspect for enhancing the interpretability of prototypical-part
methods [15], [18], [25]. Therefore, in the next Section III-C,
we introduce a modified EM strategy to encourage diversity
of the prototypes during their learning.

C. Learning of Gaussian-distributed Prototypes

Section III-B describes the prototype means pc and impor-
tance priors πc as parameters of the class-wise GMMs, defined
in Eq. (3). The accurate optimisation of GMM parameters
typically depends on the whole training set [49]. However,
modern deep-learning networks are often trained in a mini-
batch fashion, where only a limited number of training data is
provided. That can harm GMM’s predicative performance. To
leverage a large set of feature representations for the GMM
optimisation, we adopt the memory bank [62] mechanism
that has proven effective in maintaining contextual informa-
tion [63].

The memory bank is defined as a class-wise queue Bc ∈
RN×D that stores class-relevant features from previously-
processed training samples during learning, where N is the
memory capacity. As shown in Fig. 4, after a training image of
class c is processed by backbone and add-on layers, we obtain
feature maps F consisting of H̄ × W̄ feature vectors. Since
the training images usually contain background regions, not
all these feature vectors are discriminative and relevant to the
class c. We thus store only M relevant feature vectors from the
most active image patches into the queue Bc that correspond
to the nearest feature vectors to the M prototypes of class
c. In other words, these M feature vectors have the largest
likelihood to the M prototype distributions. Note that the
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memory bank can be discarded after training, thus incurring
no extra overhead for testing.

Relying on the memory bank, our Gaussian-distributed
prototypes {pc

m,πc
m}Mm=1 can be estimated via a modified

EM algorithm to accurately describe the underlying data
densities. The E-step computes the responsibility that each
feature f cn ∈ Bc, where n ∈ {1, ..., N}, is generated by m-
th Gaussian-distributed prototype of class c:

γc
n,m =

πc
mN (f cn;p

c
m,Σ)∑M

m=1 π
c
mN (f cn;p

c
m,Σ)

. (6)

The standard EM algorithm provides a closed-form M-step
solution [49] to estimate the prototype means:

pc∗
m =

1

Nm

N∑
n=1

γc
n,mf cn, where Nm =

N∑
n=1

γc
n,m. (7)

However, the closed-form solution above does not guarantee
the learning of diverse prototypes, which results in prototype
redundancy and decreased performance in our experiments.
Motivated by [64], we modify the M-step by explicitly incor-
porating a prototype diversity constraint, with:

{pc∗
m}Mm=1 =

arg max
{pc

m}M
m=1

1

N

N∑
n=1

M∑
m=1

γc
n,m log

(
πc

mN (f cn;p
c
m,Σ)

)
− 1

M(M − 1)

M∑
m1=1

M∑
m2 ̸=m1

e−||pc
m1

−pc
m2

||22 ,

(8)
where the first term aims to maximise the log-likelihood over
all data in the memory bank Bc and the second term im-
proves prototype diversity by increasing within-class distances
between prototype means. Note that Eq. (8) no longer has
closed-form solution, so we update it using gradient descent.
The update of the prototype importance priors πc

m can still
rely on the closed-form solution:

πc∗
m =

1

N

N∑
n=1

γc
n,m. (9)

The GMM optimisation involves iterative loops between the
E-step and M-step. Since our memory bank evolves progres-
sively during training, only few loops (denoted by Lem) are
sufficient for good EM convergence.

According to Eq. (7) and Eq. (8), our MGProto has a natural
prototype projection step, happening during the M-step with
the estimation of the prototype means as the weighted average
of nearest training features stored in the memory queue, where
the weight is the responsibility in Eq. (6) that is determined
by the relative affinity to the currently-estimated prototypes.
Obviously, similar features to the prototypes will have larger
weights and dominate the soft assignment process. By contrast,
the prototype replacement in Eq. (1) of existing methods
are hard assignment of feature points, usually causing drastic
performance drops.
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Fig. 5. (a) Illustration of different levels of active patches for prototype
mining. For clarity, here we suppose only two prototypes in each class and
consider T = 3 levels of active patches. (b) Diagram of the classic Tian Ji’s
horse racing legend. (c) Our proposed prototype mining strategy establishes
T−1 mining competitions (solid lines). The standard classification supervision
is represented by the dash line.

D. Mining of Prototypes from Sub-salient Object Parts

Similar to many existing methods that utilise a max-pooling
operation in Eq. (3) to select the positions with the highest
likelihood score, so far our prototype learning process aggres-
sively harnesses only the most active patches (i.e., object parts)
in an image. This means that during training, the learning
process never involves the remaining less-active patches. As
a result, the prototypes will focus on only the most salient or
discriminative object parts and overlook crucial information
from other sub-salient object regions. Intuitively, these sub-
salient regions encapsulate rich difficult-to-learn visual pat-
terns that can be exploited to achieve improved classification.
In Fig. 5(a), we illustrate different levels of the active patches
which have different likelihood scores for the same prototype.

In this paper, we present a novel and generic strategy,
inspired by the ancient Tian Ji’s horse racing legend [29], to
mine prototypes from sub-salient object regions. As illustrated
in Fig. 5(b), the essence of this legend is that the ranking order
of Tian’s horses should be wisely shifted, to allow Tian to win
two out of the three rounds. We instead propose an infallible
winning strategy for the King, consisting of training the King’s
regular and slow horses to be faster than Tian’s fast horse.

We elaborate below how to formulate the new prototype
mining strategy. Assume that we have a training image x
labelled with class c. We consider T sequential patch levels
from the most to the least active, such as {A1, A2, ..., AT } of
the prototype p1 and {B1, B2, ..., BT } of the prototype p2,
as in Fig. 5(a). According to Eq. (3), the predicted logit2 for
each patch level t ∈ {1, ..., T} is computed as the weighted

2In our generative MGProto, the class-conditional data probability p(x|c)
serves as the model’s prediction logits, but we still use the symbol logit
here, given the generality of the proposed mining strategy to the existing
discriminative-based prototypical-part networks.
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sum of likelihood scores p(x|c): logitct = πc
1 × H

(At),c
1 +

πc
2 × H

(Bt),c
1 . Obviously, we have logitcT < logitcT−1 <

... < logitc1 because H
(AT ),c
1 < H

(AT−1),c
1 < ... < H

(A1),c
1

and H
(BT ),c
1 < H

(BT−1),c
1 < ... < H

(B1),c
1 . We showcase

our prototype mining strategy in Fig. 5(c), which is analogous
to the legend. To propose the infallible winning strategy for
the King, we regard: 1) the most active logit of the wrong
classes ¬c, denoted by logit¬c

1 ∈ RC−1, as Tian Ji’s fast
horse; and 2) the T − 1 less active logits of the actual class
c, denoted by logitct∈{2,...,T}, as the King’s horses, except
for the most active one denoted by logitc1. Then, we devise
T−1 mining competitions: logit¬c

1 vs. logitct∈{2,...,T}, which
are supervised by the following mining loss with the goal of
increasing logitct∈{2,...,T}:

Lmn(x,y) =
1

T − 1

T∑
t=2

Lce([logit
¬c
1 , logitct ],y), (10)

where Lce(·) is the cross-entropy (CE) loss and y is the
ground-truth label of x. Here we employ [logit¬c

1 , logitct ] ∈
RC to represent the combined mining logits corresponding
to the solid lines in Fig. 5(c), with [logit¬c

1 , logitc1] ∈ RC

denoting the standard classification logits, shown as the dash
line, which is supervised by:

Lce(x,y) = Lce([logit
¬c
1 , logitc1],y), (11)

Different from the legend in Fig. 5(b), our prototype mining
leverages all logitct∈{2,...,T} to compete with the unique and
most active logit¬c

1 to ensure an infallible winning strategy
for the King, which also yields a stronger mining effect. Our
proposed prototype mining strategy can be readily applied
to a wide range of prototypical-part networks, for improved
classification.

E. Training Objective and Prototype Replacement

The overall training objective of our proposed MGProto
method for a mini-batch K is defined as:

Ltotal =
1

|K|
∑

(x,y)∈K

Lce(x,y)+λ1Lmn(x,y)+λ2Laux(x,y),

(12)
where λ1 and λ2 are hyper-parameters. In Eq. (12), the Proxy-
Anchor [65] auxiliary loss Laux(·), proposed in the field of
deep metric learning, is used to enhance the features extracted
by the model backbone, as suggested by [39]. Specifically, we
employ a Global Average Pooling (GAP) operator to condense
the initial deep features z = fθbcb(x) into the embedding vector
e = GAP(z) ∈ RD̄, where the loss is computed with:

Laux(x,y) =
1

|Q+|
∑

q∈Q+

log
(
1 +

∑
e∈E+

q

e−α(sim(e,q)−δ)
)
+

1

|Q|
∑
q∈Q

log
(
1 +

∑
e∈E−

q

eα(sim(e,q)+δ)
)
,

(13)
where Q = {q1, ...,qC} denotes the set of learnable proxies
for all classes (a proxy is a global representative class-wise
anchor in the embedding space [65] and one proxy for each

Algorithm 1: Training Procedure of MGProto
Data: Training set D, Training epochs E.
Result: Model backbone θbcb and add-on layer θadd,

Prototypes {pc
m,πc

m}Mm=1 for c ∈ {1, ..., C}.
/* Alternate Training */

1 for E Epochs do
2 Given a mini-batch K sampled from D;
3 Compute loss Ltotal in Eq. (12);
4 Update backbone θbcb and add-on layer θadd;
5 Update memory queue Bc for each class c;
6 for Lem Loops do
7 E-step: compute responsibility in Eq. (6);
8 M-step: update pc

m in Eq. (8) and
9 update πc

m in Eq. (9) ;

/* Prototype Replacement */
10 Ground prototype means pc

m in Eq. (14);
/* Model Pruning (Optional) */

11 Keep prototypes with top-M̃ priors for each class c.

class), and Q+ ⊂ Q is the set of proxies for the classes present
in the mini-batch K. The set of embeddings e of the samples,
computed with GAP(·), from the mini-batch K is divided into
the sets E+q and E−q containing the batch of embeddings with
the same class or different class as the proxy q, respectively. In
Eq. (13), the function sim(·, ·) computes the cosine similarity,
δ and α are hyper-parameters (δ = 0.1 and α = 32, as in the
original paper [65]).

As detailed in Algorithm 1, the main training procedure
of MGProto alternates between two steps: 1) optimising the
model backbone and add-on layer {θbcb, θadd} using Eq. (12),
with the prototype distributions {pc

m,πc
m} frozen; and 2)

estimating the prototype distributions via the modified EM
algorithm through Eq. (6), (8), and (9), with the model
backbone and add-on layers frozen. Note that an additional
warm-up stage is needed to fill the memory queue Bc with
sufficient class-relevant features.

Although the optimisation of our MGProto includes a nat-
ural prototype replacement, we still need a way of visualising
and grounding the prototypes in the image space, so that they
are represented by actual training image patches. Similar to
Eq. (1), we accomplish this by replacing each of the prototype
means with the latent feature vector of its most active training
image patch from the same class, with:

pc
m ← arg max

f∈Fa∈{1,...,|Dc|}
Hc

m, (14)

where Hc
m is the likelihood map defined in Eq. (2). As shown

in Fig. 2, our MGProto no longer suffers from performance
degradation in the replacement step.

F. MGProto Pruning by Prototype Importance Prior

Pruning is a good way of reducing the explanation size of
interpretable prototypical-part networks [66]. In practice, it is
often implemented by discarding prototypes that are irrelevant,
meaningless, or ambiguous [10], [16], [41], [43].
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In this work, we propose to remove less-important or trivial
prototypes in a trained MGProto model, resorting to the
inherent mixture constraint of GMMs:

∑M
m=1 π

c
m = 1 for

each class c, as mentioned in Section III-B. To be specific,
we take advantage of the prototype importance prior πc

m,
where a large (or low) prior means the respective prototype
is important (or trivial) to characterise the underlying class-
conditional distribution p(x|c). Based on the above analysis,
we prune a trained MGProto by keeping only important
prototypes corresponding to the top-M̃ priors for each class,
where M̃ < M . This can avoid choosing complicated per-
class pruning thresholds, which is required in previous pruning
schemes [10], [16].

IV. EXPERIMENTS

A. Datasets and Evaluation Metrics

We evaluate our method on three standard fine-grained
image recognition benchmarks: CUB-200-2011 [67], Stanford
Cars [68], and Stanford Dogs [69]. To follow the same setting
of OoD detection in PIP-Net [17], we also use Oxford-IIIT
Pets [70]. Images are resized to 224 × 224 and we apply the
same online augmentations [16], [39] to training images.

Image recognition and OoD detection performances are
evaluated using the top-1 accuracy and FPR95 metrics, re-
spectively. Following [17], [18], [21], we quantify different
facets of interpretability on CUB using full images, with:
1) Consistency score that quantifies how consistently each
prototype activates the same human-annotated object part [21];
2) Purity of prototypes which, similarly to the consistency
score, evaluates the extent that the top-10 image patches for
a prototype can encode the same object-part [17]; 3) Stability
score that measures how robust the activation of object parts is
when noise is added to an image input [21]; 4) Outside-Inside
Relevance Ratio (OIRR) which calculates the ratio of mean
activation outside the object to those within the object, using
ground-truth object segmentation masks [71]; and 5) Deletion
AUC (DAUC) that computes the degree in the probability drop
of the predicted class as more and more activated pixels are
erased [72]. The above consistency, purity, and stability are
part-level measures, OIRR is an object-level measure, and
DAUC is a model-level measure based on causality.

B. Implementation Details

We perform experiments on various CNN backbone ar-
chitectures: VGG16 (V16), VGG19 (V19), ResNet34 (R34),
ResNet50 (R50), ResNet152 (R152), DenseNet121 (D121),
and DenseNet161 (D161), which are all pre-trained on Ima-
geNet [73], except for ResNet50 on CUB that is pre-trained on
iNaturalist [74]. In accordance with prior studies, the prototype
dimension D = 64 and prototype number M = 10 for all
backbones and datasets. Following [17], [25], we obtain more
fine-grained feature maps with H̄ = W̄ = 14 by dropping
the final max-pooling layer in the backbones. Then two add-
on 1×1 convolutional layers (without activation function) are
appended to reduce the number of feature channels match the
prototype dimension. The memory capacity N is set to 800,
1000, 2000, 2000 for CUB, Cars, Dogs, and Pets, respectively.

TABLE I
CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY (%) ON FULL IMAGES OF CUB-200-2011,

WHERE 1×1P, 10PC DENOTES 1×1 PROTOTYPE SHAPE AND 10
PROTOTYPES PER CLASS. WE REPORT OUR RESULTS AS THE MEAN AND

STANDARD DEVIATION OVER 5 RUNS.
Method # Proto. V16 V19 R34 R50 R152 D121 D161
Baseline n.a. 70.9 71.3 76.0 78.7 79.2 78.2 80.0
ProtoPool [42] 1×1p, 202 74.8 75.3 76.2 83.4 79.9 78.1 80.5
ProtoKNN [39] 1×1p, 512 77.2 77.6 77.6 87.0 80.6 79.8 81.4
MGProto 1×1p, 400 79.1(0.3) 79.3(0.1) 81.0(0.2) 87.3(0.2) 81.6(0.1) 80.6(0.2) 82.3(0.3)

ProtoPNet [10] 1×1p, 10pc 70.3 72.6 72.4 81.1 74.3 74.0 75.4
ProtoConcepts [44] 1×1p, 10pc 70.6 72.7 73.0 81.7 74.7 73.8 75.7
TesNet [15] 1×1p, 10pc 75.8 77.5 76.2 86.5 79.0 80.2 79.6
Deformable [25] 2×2p, 10pc 75.7 76.0 76.8 86.4 79.6 79.0 81.2
ST-ProtoPNet [18] 1×1p, 10pc 76.2 77.6 77.4 86.6 78.7 78.6 80.6
SDFA-SA [21] 1×1p, 10pc 76.4 77.7 77.8 86.4 79.9 80.4 81.4
MGProto 1×1p, 10pc 80.6(0.3) 80.4(0.1) 82.2(0.2) 87.8(0.1) 82.8(0.2) 81.8(0.3) 84.1(0.2)

In Eq. (12), we have λ1 = 0.2, and λ2 is set as 0.5 according
to [39]. For the prototype mining, we use T = 20 levels of
active patches.

Our MGProto is implemented with PyTorch [75] and trained
with Adam optimiser, using a mini-batch size |K| = 80. The
learning rates for the CNN backbone are chosen as 1× 10−4

(CUB, Cars, and Pets) and 1 × 10−5 (Dogs). The learning
rates of add-on layers are set as 3 × 10−3 for all datasets.
These learning rates are decreased by 0.4 every 15 epochs
(with a total of E = 120 training epochs). For the optimisation
of prototype means in Eq. (8), the learning rates of gradient
descent are 3 × 10−3 (CUB) and 3 × 10−4 (Cars, Dogs, and
Pets). We set the number of EM loops Lem = 3. To improve the
EM solution, an exponential moving average (EMA) [76] is
used in the M-step: {πc

m}t+1
ema := τ{πc

m}tema+(1− τ){πc
m}t,

where τ = 0.99. Also, we experimentally noticed that for a
few classes, all feature samples in the memory queue tend to
have a large responsibility for a single Gaussian prototype in
the E-step, ignoring other prototypes. We alleviate this issue
with an additive smoothing [77], [78] to soften the calculated
responsibility in Eq. (6) for each feature sample: γc,soft

n,m =
(γc

n,m+α)/(
∑M

m=1(γ
c
n,m+α)), where α = 0.1.

C. Comparison With SOTA Methods

1) Accuracy of Interpretable Image Recognition: Table I
shows the comparison results with other SOTA ProtoPNet vari-
ants using full CUB images, where the Baseline denotes a non-
interpretable black-box model. Across all CNN backbones,
our MGProto consistently achieves the highest accuracy, when
using 10 prototypes per class. Even when trained with fewer
prototypes (2 per class, totalling 400), MGProto remains
highly effective, outperforming other methods like ProtoPool
and ProtoKNN by a significant margin. Table II shows the
classification results on Cars. Following [10], [39], [42], we
also crop Car images using the provided bounding boxes
to perform experiments. As evident, our MGProto exhibits
the best accuracy under both settings of full and cropped
images. Table III further displays the superiority of MGProto
on Stanford Dogs.

Fig. 6 visualises all 10 prototypes for 3 classes from CUB,
and T-SNE representations of prototypes and training features
from our MGProto. It can be observed that: 1) large-prior
prototypes, which dominate the decision making, are always
from high-density distribution regions (in T-SNE) and can
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Fig. 6. Visual prototypes (a) and T-SNE results (b) from a ResNet34-based MGProto model, trained on CUB. These prototypes are marked with a yellow
box in the activation maps, with the corresponding importance prior given in yellow text. In T-SNE, we show the prototypes (stars), their ID (numbers), and
the nearest training features (dots) stored in the memory queue. This figure randomly shows 3 out of 200 classes, where each colour indicates a different
class and for each class we display all 10 prototypes.

TABLE II
CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY (%) ON STANFORD CARS BASED ON

RESNET50 BACKBONE, TRAINED AND TESTED USING ”CROP” AND
”FULL” CAR IMAGES. WE REPORT OUR RESULTS AS THE MEAN AND

STANDARD DEVIATION OVER 5 RUNS.
Data ProtoPNet [10] ProtoTree [16] ProtoPool [42] PIP-Net [17] ProtoKNN [39] MGProto
Crop 88.4 89.2 88.9 90.2 90.9 92.0(0.1)

Full 86.1 86.6 86.3 86.5 – 89.2(0.2)

TABLE III
CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY (%) ON FULL IMAGES OF STANFORD DOGS.

WE REPORT OUR RESULTS AS THE MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION
OVER 5 RUNS.

Method # Proto. V16 V19 R34 R50 R152 D121 D161
Baseline n.a. 75.6 77.3 81.1 83.1 85.2 81.9 84.1
ProtoPNet [10] 1×1p, 10pc 70.7 73.6 73.4 76.4 76.2 72.0 77.3
ProtoConcepts [44] 1×1p, 10pc 71.2 73.8 73.7 76.2 76.9 72.5 77.5
TesNet [15] 1×1p, 10pc 74.3 77.1 80.1 82.4 83.8 80.3 83.8
Deformable [25] 3×3p, 10pc 75.8 77.9 80.6 82.2 86.5 80.7 83.7
ST-ProtoPNet [18] 1×1p, 10pc 74.2 77.2 80.8 84.0 85.3 79.4 84.4
SDFA-SA [21] 1×1p, 10pc 73.9 77.1 81.4 84.3 85.9 80.1 84.7
MGProto 1×1p, 10pc 75.6(0.2) 78.8(0.1) 83.6(0.3) 85.9(0.2) 87.7(0.1) 81.9(0.3) 86.1(0.3)

localise well the object (bird) parts; 2) background prototypes
tend to have a low prior and come from the low-density dis-
tribution regions; 3) some prototypes localise the object parts
but have a low prior, suggesting that those object parts may
not be important for identifying that class; 4) the prototypes
naturally localise at the centre of data clusters (in T-SNE),
which prevents a decrease in performance when replacing
prototypes with the nearest features.

2) Accuracy of Trustworthy Image Recognition: Our MG-
Proto is capable of identifying OoD inputs and abstaining
from making decisions on them, thereby achieving trustworthy
image recognition, through Eq. (5). Following PIP-Net [17],
we use ResNet50 backbone and perform experiments on CUB,
Cars, and Pets (e.g., choose one dataset as ID and the other two
as OoD). Table IV shows that MGProto outperforms PIP-Net

TABLE IV
FPR95 (%) OF OOD DETECTION FOR EACH ID-OOD PAIR, COMPUTING

THE FALSE POSITIVE RATE (FPR) OF OOD SAMPLES WHEN THE TRUE
POSITIVE RATE OF ID SAMPLES IS AT 95%. THE MODELS ARE TRAINED

USING ONLY ID SAMPLES.
Method CUB-Cars CUB-Pets Cars-CUB Cars-Pets Pets-CUB Pets-Cars
PIP-Net [17] 1.1 8.1 7.8 5.6 12.9 0.9
MGProto 0.05 7.6 3.2 2.0 8.0 0.08

Fig. 7. Histograms of the overall data probability p(x) computed on ID’s
test set and OoD’s datasets. MGProto abstains from making a decision on an
input x if p(x) falls below a threshold marked by the star.

by a large margin in most tasks. For example, when trained
on Cars and classifying 95% of the testing Cars images as ID
samples, MGProto detects 96.8% of CUB images as OoD,
while PIP-Net only detects 92.2% under the same setting.
Fig. 7 depicts the probability histogram for the task of CUB
as ID, Cars and Pets as OoD, revealing that our MGProto
produces high probability for ID samples and low probability
for OoD samples. Fig. 7 also suggests that CUB images have
smaller semantic distance to Pets than Cars, which is aligned
with our human intuition.

Fig. 8(a) displays an example of the interpretable and
trustworthy reasoning of our MGProto for classifying an ID
sample (Le Conte Sparrow image from CUB test set). In
this case, the model obtains the highest p(x|c) for the class
Le Conte Sparrow among all classes, meaning that the input
image data fits best the prototype distributions of this class.
Hence, our model classifies the image as Le Conte Sparrow.
Additionally, our method evaluates the overall data probability
p(x) that the input data belongs to the distribution of the
training set. Here, the p(x) ∝ 2.429, surpassing the OoD
detection threshold in Fig. 7, our model thus treats the input
image as an ID sample, which means that the classification
decision is trustworthy and should be accepted. Fig. 8(b) shows
an example of our MGProto method recognising an OoD
sample (Keeshond image from Pets), where the input image
obtains p(x) smaller than the OoD detection threshold. The
model opts to abstain from classifying the image since it does
not fit well the CUB-prototype distributions of all 200 classes.

3) Pruning of MGProto Model: Table V shows the MG-
Proto pruning results. We first attempt to apply the purity-
based pruning strategy [10] to our MGProto, but only a
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Fig. 8. Interpretable and trustworthy reasoning of our MGProto method for (a) classifying an In-Distribution Le Conte Sparrow image from CUB test set
and (b) identifying an Out-of-Distribution Keeshond image from Pets. We only show the top-2 classification predictions.

TABLE V
MODEL PRUNING RESULTS OF OUR MGPROTO ON CUB-200-2011, USING

DIFFERENT PRUNING STRATEGIES. % PRUNED DENOTES THE RATIO
BETWEEN THE NUMBER OF PRUNED PROTOTYPES TO THAT OF THE

INITIAL ONES.

Pruning strategy # Initial
Proto.

ResNet34 ResNet152
# Proto. % Pruned Acc. (%) # Proto. % Pruned Acc. (%)

Purity-based [10] 2000 1993 0.35 82.2 → 82.2 1987 0.65 82.8 → 82.8
Merge-based [41] 2000 583 70.9 82.2 → 78.8 982 50.9 82.8 → 73.0

Importance-based
(ours)

2000 1600 20.0 82.2 → 82.4 1600 20.0 82.8 → 82.9
2000 1200 40.0 82.2 → 82.0 1200 40.0 82.8 → 82.4
2000 800 60.0 82.2 → 81.8 800 60.0 82.8 → 82.0
2000 400 80.0 82.2 → 81.1 400 80.0 82.8 → 81.3
2000 200 90.0 82.2 → 80.5 200 90.0 82.8 → 80.7

few prototypes are removed. This means that the strategy is
improper to our method, mostly because our prototypes have
large purity, evidenced in Table VII. On the other hand, if the
merge-based pruning [41] is adopted, the model’s performance
will be heavily sacrificed despite a substantial number of
pruned prototypes.

Fortunately, by using only top-M̃ important (M̃ = 1, 2, 4,
6, 8) prototypes per class, our importance-based strategy can
greatly prune MGProto, while maintaining a high classification
accuracy. Interestingly, discarding 20% of prototypes slightly
leads to increased accuracy. With a very large pruning rate
(e.g., 90%), our method exhibits a tolerable performance
decrease (about 2% in both backbones). This is because
the large-prior prototypes always lie in high-density regions
of the data distribution (see Fig. 6(b)), capturing enough
representative and crucial information. It could be imagined
that removing those small-prior prototypes does not render
significant changes in the decision boundary.

4) Interpretability Quantification: Table VI shows the inter-
pretability results evaluated on CUB. MGProto has the highest
consistency score, indicating that the object parts activated by
our prototypes are consistent across different images. This is
likely because our prototypes are holistically learned from a
weighted average of a large set of relevant features, allowing
them to consistently capture cross-image semantics. MGProto
also achieves competitive stability score. The lowest OIRR
score demonstrates that MGProto relies more on the object

TABLE VI
QUANTITATIVE INTERPRETABILITY RESULTS (%) ON CUB TEST SET
USING FULL IMAGES, WHERE ALL MODELS ARE BASED ON VGG19

BACKBONE.

Metric ProtoPNet
[10]

Deformable
[25]

TesNet
[15]

ST-ProtoPNet
[18]

SDFA-SA
[21]

MGProto
(ours)

Consistency (↑) 45.29 57.87 60.75 74.08 80.45 93.21
Stability (↑) 42.23 43.91 39.20 44.96 46.30 46.95
OIRR (↓) 37.26 28.68 38.97 28.09 33.65 22.30
DAUC (↓) 7.39 5.99 5.86 5.74 4.30 3.11

TABLE VII
PROTOTYPE PURITY (%) ON TRAIN AND TEST SETS OF CUB USING FULL

IMAGES, WHERE ALL MODELS ARE BASED ON RESNET50 BACKBONE.
Method Purity (train) ↑ Purity (test) ↑
ProtoPNet [10] 0.44 ± 0.21 0.46 ± 0.22
ProtoTree [16] 0.13 ± 0.14 0.14 ± 0.16
ProtoPShare [41] 0.43 ± 0.21 0.43 ± 0.22
ProtoPool [42] 0.35 ± 0.20 0.36 ± 0.21
PIP-Net [17] 0.63 ± 0.25 0.65 ± 0.25
MGProto 0.68 ± 0.22 0.69 ± 0.22

region and less on the background context to support its clas-
sification decision. The DAUC result indicates that MGProto
produces interpretations that best influence its classification
predictions. We also compute the prototype purity in Table VII,
showing that the prototypes produced by our MGProto have
a high degree of purity, i.e., each prototype focuses on
semantically-consistent object parts among different images.

D. Ablation Studies

1) Auxiliary Loss and Prototype Mining: In Table VIII,
we provide extensive ablation experiments on the auxiliary
loss and prototype mining. Firstly, with the use of auxiliary
loss Laux, the classification accuracy is improved, affirming
its ability to aid the model backbone in enhancing feature
extraction, as in [39]. However, Laux does not have much
effect on the interpretability measures, because it is designed
primarily for feature extraction rather than interpretability.

On the other hand, our prototype mining Lmn improves
the accuracy since it explicitly enforces the prototypes of
MGProto to capture more difficult-to-learn visual features
from sub-salient object parts. Additionally, Lmn also enhances
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TABLE VIII
ABLATION ANALYSIS OF THE COMPARED MINING LOSS Lmn IN EQ. (10)
AND AUXILIARY LOSS Laux IN EQ. (13) FOR THE PROPOSED MGPROTO

METHOD.

Lce Laux Lmn
Accuracy (%) Interpretability (%), V19

CUB(R34) Dogs(R34) Cars(R50) Consist.(↑) Stability(↑) OIRR(↓) DAUC(↓)
✓ 79.6 81.0 87.0 92.97 45.67 23.83 3.91
✓ ✓ 81.1 82.5 88.7 92.90 46.06 23.70 3.52
✓ ✓ 81.5 82.9 88.5 93.11 46.38 22.33 3.20
✓ ✓ ✓ 82.2 83.6 89.2 93.21 46.95 22.30 3.11

w/o  mn

w/  mn

Class 
0

Class 
111

Class 
183wingbellybreastnapeneck

Fig. 9. Visual comparison of prototypes learned without (w/o) and with (w/)
prototype mining Lmn, where each column shows prototypes from the same
class, representing the same object part. These boxes are all drawn around
the largest 5% of values of the activation map.

interpretability, notably regarding OIRR and DAUC, because
Lmn enforces prototypes to activate more sub-salient object
regions, as shown in Fig. 9. We notice a marginal improvement
of consistency score compared to other metrics. We argue
that this is because the prototype learning using Lce can
already acquire highly consistent prototypes across images,
by holistically leveraging a large set of relevant features of
different samples.

To explore the generality of our horse-racing based pro-
totype mining strategy, we also apply it to other existing
prototypical-part methods, e.g., ProtoPNet, TesNet, and ST-
ProtoPNet. Results in Table IX show that our prototype
mining strategy is still effective in these existing models
relying on point-based learning techniques. We notice the
accuracy improvement is particularly significant in the vanilla
ProtoPNet [10], mostly because this baseline model has the
worse classification performance among the three models.

2) Prototype Diversity in M-step: In Eq. (8), we introduce
a diversity constraint to improve the within-class distances
between prototype means. Table X presents an ablation study
using full images of CUB and Cars. Our approach in Eq. (8)
can significantly increase the average pair-wise distances (L2)
between prototype means. Also, prototypes with greater di-
versity tend to correlate with higher classification accuracy, in
line with findings observed in established methods [15], [25],
[45].

3) Effect of Memory Bank: External memory is used in
our MGProto for GMMs to accurately learn the prototype
distributions. Here, we study the effect of memory capacity N
on the classification accuracy. The result in Fig. 10 shows that

TABLE IX
IMPROVED ACCURACY (%) OF EXISTING PROTOTYPICAL-PART NETWORKS

ON CUB, INTEGRATED WITH OUR PROTOTYPE MINING, BASED ON
RESNET34 BACKBONE.

ProtoPNet TesNet ST-ProtoPNet
Vanilla [10] + Mining Vanilla [15] + Mining Vanilla [12] + Mining

72.4 76.5 76.2 78.6 77.4 79.3

TABLE X
EFFECT OF THE PROTOTYPE DIVERSITY CONSTRAINT IN EQ. (8) ON THE

WITHIN-CLASS DISTANCE BETWEEN PROTOTYPE MEANS AND
CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY (%).

CUB(R34) Cars(R50)
Closed-form Eq. (7) Our Eq. (8) Closed-form Eq. (7) Our Eq. (8)
Dist. Acc. Dist. Acc. Dist. Acc. Dist. Acc.

0.0595 81.2 0.1521 82.2 0.0746 88.3 0.1680 89.2

Sheet1

Methods 100 200 400 600 800 1000 1500 2000 3000
Memory bank 78.4 80.6 81.2 81.9 82.2 82.2 82.1 81.8 81.7

Mini-batch 77.9 77.9 77.9 77.9 77.9 77.9 77.9 77.9 77.9

77
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Fig. 10. Impact of using memory bank on the classification accuracy,
employing a ResNet34-based MGProto model on the CUB dataset.

Sheet1

λ λ
0.05 0.1 0.2 0.5 1 2 0.05 0.1 0.2 0.5 1 2

2 79.6 79.9 80.2 80.1 80 79.8 2 79.6 79.9 80.2 80.1 80 79.8
5 79.7 80.3 80.6 80.3 80.1 79.9 5 79.7 80.3 80.6 80.3 80.1 79.9
10 79.9 80.6 81.2 81 80.7 80.3 10 79.9 80.6 81.1 81 80.7 80.3

T 20 80.1 81 81.5 81.4 81.1 80.6 T 20 80.1 81 81.5 81.4 81.1 80.6
30 80.2 81.1 81.5 81.3 81 80.5 30 80.2 81 81.3 81.1 81 80.2
50 80.4 81 81.4 81.3 81.1 80.6 50 80.4 80.9 81.1 81 80.8 79.8
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Fig. 11. Effects of T and λ1 on the classification accuracy of MGProto,
evaluated using a ResNet34-based model on CUB.

the external memory contributes to higher accuracy, compared
with the learning from only mini-batch samples. However, a
memory with too large capacity evolves too slowly and the
presence of early-trained features can deteriorate performance,
while a small-capacity memory cannot store enough features
for a reliable GMM estimation. Hence, we choose the memory
capacity N = 800 for CUB (for other datasets we select its
values based on the class sample ratio relative to CUB).

4) T and λ1 in Prototype Mining: We also study the the
effect of the two important hyperparameters T and λ1 utilised
in our prototype mining, with results shown in Fig. 11. It
can be seen that when T is greater than 20, the accuracy of
MGProto is high and generally stable. For the mining loss
weight λ1, setting it too low fails to introduce sufficient mining
supervision signals, whereas increasing it too much also causes
decreased classification accuracy. Therefore, we have T = 20
and λ1 = 0.2 in all other experiments.

V. CONCLUSION

This work presented MGProto, a generative learning
paradigm to produce mixtures of Gaussian-distributed pro-
totypes for interpretable and trustworthy image recognition.
Different from current point-based prototype learning mod-
els, MGProto naturally mitigates the performance degradation
caused by the projection of point-based learned prototypes,
and effectively recognises OoD inputs to ensure decision
trustworthiness. Additionally, a novel and generic strategy is
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proposed to enhance the prototype learning by mining from
less-salient object parts, inspired by the classic legend of Tian
Ji’s horse-racing. MGProto can be substantially compressed
via an importance-based pruning strategy, while still keeping
high classification accuracy.

One limitation of the proposed method is that we empir-
ically use the same number of prototypes (Gaussian com-
ponents in GMM) for each class. In practice, the prototype
number should vary across classes, given the different repre-
sentation difficulties and imbalanced training samples among
classes. In the future, we will explore more flexible techniques
to learn class-adaptive and even class-agnostic prototypes for
our method. Also, considering that our prototypes are learned
to model the underlying data distributions, it is possible to
sample from the distributions and generate new examples for
counterfactual explanations. We plan to also explore this in
our future work.
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